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Abstract

In order to investigate the characteristics of Asian dust particles before they leave the continent, particles were

collected at a coastal site of Qingdao (120�270E, 36�060N) in northeastern China during three dust storm events in

spring 2001. The elemental composition and size of individual dust particles, and their mixture state with sea salt,

sulfate and nitrate were analyzed using electron microscopes and an energy dispersive spectrometer. It was found that

far less than 10% of dust particles were internally mixed with sea salt. Although a number of dust particles contained

Na, S, and Cl, the elements in most of the particles were more likely from crustal origins. The combination of reagent

tests and elemental analysis revealed that 3.3–12.2% of dust particles contained sulfate and 6.5–10.0% contained nitrate

on their surface. Number-size distributions of dust particles estimated from their electron microscope images had a

distribution mode of around 3mm diameter with the range of 1.0–8.0 mm. Out of this range, dust particles were rarely

detected.

r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to westerly winds, dust particles from the arid

and semi-arid areas of Asian continent are frequently

transported out of the continent, reach the northern

central Pacific, and sometimes even arrive at North

America in spring (Duce et al., 1980; Uematsu et al.,

1983; Iwasaka et al., 1988; Husar et al., 2001). As they

disperse in the atmosphere, processes such as adsorbing

gaseous species, surface reactions and coagulation with

other particulate matter can change the composition and

morphology of the particles. Additionally, the particles

influence the atmospheric mass cycles associated with

trace gases such as SO2, NOx and HCl through these

processes (Zhang et al., 1994; Dentener et al., 1996; Song

and Carmichael, 2001; Zhang and Iwasaka, 2001). By

reflecting and absorbing solar radiation and modifying

cloud properties, dust particles may be important for

climate change (Sokolik and Toon, 1996). Thus under-

standing the physical and chemical characteristics of

Asian dust particles during their dispersion is important

for determining their effects on the geochemical mass

cycle and radiative forcing in this region.

Previous studies by bulk sample analysis at Japan

revealed that particulate sulfate and nitrate concentra-

tions increased by 3–10 times during dust episodes
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(Nishikawa et al., 1991; Kanamori et al., 1991). Okada

et al. (1990) and Yamato and Tanaka (1994) confirmed

the existence of sulfate and nitrate in dust particles and

particles mixed with mineral components and sea salt

around Japan by single-particle analysis. However,

similar characteristics were rarely detected at and near

dust source areas (Okada and Kai, 1995; Zhang and

Iwasaka, 1999). This suggests that dust particles usually

experience significant modification as they disperse from

the source areas to Japan.

Before arriving at Japan, dust particles pass over land

areas of northeastern and eastern China and the ocean

areas between China and Japan (the Yellow Sea, the

East China Sea and/or the Sea of Japan). Measurements

in China during non-dust periods revealed that mineral

particles could promote the heterogeneous formation of

sulfate and nitrate by providing reaction sites in a

polluted urban atmosphere (Zhang et al., 1995, 2000;

Zhang, 1996). Anthropogenic emissions contribute

significant pollutants in East Asia (Kato and Akimoto,

1992; Akimoto and Narita, 1994; Guttikunda et al.,

2003). So an urgent concern is whether dust particles can

mix with and carry such pollutants when they disperse in

the continental atmosphere. To answer this question, the

information of dust particles at the transition zone from

the continent to the ocean, e.g. the coastal areas of

China, is essential.

In 2001, we observed dust particles at Qingdao, a

coastal city in northeastern China, where Asian dust

storms frequently pass to leave the continent in spring.

In this paper, results of dust particles from three Asian

dust events are reported. The main purpose of this study

is to provide exact physical and chemical characteristics

of Asian dust particles just before they leave the

continent.

In this study, particles were analyzed individually

using electron microscopes and an energy dispersive

X-ray (EDX) spectrometer. Morphologies, geometric

size and elemental composition of individual particles

were obtained. With reagents on sampling film, the

presence of sulfate and nitrate in individual particles was

also identified. Compared to bulk sample analysis, by

which only the average information of total collected

particulate matter is available, single-particle analysis

allows the exact characteristics of each particle to be

obtained and such data are more useful for identifying

particle changes.

2. Particle collection and analysis

Dust particles were collected during three dust storm

events at Qingdao (named as Q-1, Q-2, and Q-3) in

spring 2001. The sampling time and weather conditions

are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the position of

Qingdao and the isentropic backward trajectories of the

observed dust events. The sampling site is on the roof of

the main building of the First Institute of Oceanography

of the State Oceanic Administration of China (120�270E,

36�060N), which is about 35 m above the ground and

located at the seashore near the Yellow Sea. Particles

were collected onto electron microscope Pt grids (3 mm

diameter) and formvar film-covered copper meshes

(Maxtaform H7) using a single-stage cascade impactor.

Before particle collection, the film on the meshes was

coated with nitron and barium chloride reagents for the
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Fig. 1. Isentropic backward trajectories of the three dust events

observed at Qingdao. The calculation was performed on-line by

the HYSPLIT model of NOAA Air Resources Laboratory’s

web server. The trajectories start at the altitude of 1000 m above

the sampling site and from the sampling time. Marks on the

trajectories mark 12-h increments.

Table 1

Summary of sampling time and surface weather conditions at the sampling sites when particles were collected

Dust event Sampling time (BSTa) RH (%) Visibility (km) Wind

Date Period Direction Speed (m s�1)

Q-1 6 March 2001 11:15–12:30 20 B3 NW B10

Q-2 23 April 2001 15:00–16:00 22 B5 N B10

Q-3 15 May 2001 12:30–13:30 24 B10 N B6

a Beijing Standard Time (=GMT+8 h).
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detection of nitrate and sulfate in particles. Details of

the reagent coating can be found in Qian et al. (1991),

except that both reagents were pre-coated before particle

collection. The jet diameter of the impactor was 1 mm

and the flow rate of inlet air was 5 l min�1. Assuming

that the particle density is 2.3 g cm�3, the 50% cutoff

diameter of the impactor is about 0.25mm and all

particles larger than 0.6mm can be captured by this

system. The collection time for each grid was 2 min.

After collection, each grid was kept in a plastic capsule,

which, in turn, was sealed in plastic bags together with

paper-packaged silica gel.

Particles on Pt grids were investigated and photo-

graphed using the scanning electron microscope (SEM;

Hitachi S-3000N) of the Solar Terrestrial Environment

Laboratory of Nagoya University for the observation of

particle morphology and size. The pictures covered the

central regions where particles were collected on the

grids. After a picture was taken, the elemental composi-

tion of every particle in the picture was determined using

the EDX spectrometer (Horiba EMAX-500) attached to

the SEM. With this SEMEDX system, we were able to

quantitatively detect the relative weight and atom ratios

of elements (Z > 5 except nitrogen) in a single particle

down to 0.1 mm. The SEM was operated at 20 keV

accelerating voltage and 80 mA filament current. The

X-ray spectrum of a particle was generated from a

square covering the particle and was integrated for 50

live seconds with probe current of around 0.3 nA. The

atom number fractions and weight fractions of different

elements in individual particles were calculated using

ZAF (Z: element atomic number; A: X-ray absorption;

F : X-ray fluorescence) matrix correction. To avoid

underestimating the content of sodium (Na), low-energy

correction was not applied in the ratio calculation,

which led to unreasonably large ratios of carbon and

oxygen and overestimated ratios of Na. In terms of

elemental composition, dust particles are those mainly

containing silicon (Si) together with/without other

mineral elements, such as aluminum (Al) and iron

(Fe). Sea salt particles are those abundant in Na and

chlorine (Cl) and containing minor sulfur (S) and

magnesium (Mg), but no Si, Al or Fe (Eriksson, 1959;

Posfai et al., 1996).

Before analyzing particles collected on meshes coated

with reagents, the meshes were exposed to octanol vapor

for 18 h at room temperature to promote the reactions of

sulfate and/or nitrate with the reagent film. Particles on

the films were viewed and photographed using the

Hitachi H-9 transmission electron microscope (TEM) of

the Hydrospheric-Atmospheric Research Center

(HyARC) of Nagoya University. From the TEM

images, particles containing sulfate on their surface

can be identified by the appearance of Liesegang rings of

barium sulfate, the product of the reaction of sulfate

with barium chloride, and particles containing nitrate by

the appearance of bundles of needle-like crystals of

nitron nitrate, the product of the reaction of nitrate with

nitron. Particles containing both sulfate and nitrate can

be identified by the simultaneous appearance of barium-

sulfate rings and nitron-nitrate bundles around the

particles. According to the laboratory study of Qian

et al. (1991), the detection limits of the reagent film for

sulfate and nitrate contained in individual particles are

10�17 and 10�14 g, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

The backward trajectories in Fig. 1 indicate that Q-1

was from northwestern China, Q-2 was from north-

eastern China, and Q-3 was from Mongolia and

northern China. Although the trajectory of Q-2 indi-

cates that the air masses passed marine areas before

arriving at the sampling site, the collected dust particles

during this event, as described in the following sections,

were similar to those of the other two events and no

apparent marine influences were detected, suggesting

that the air masses were not considerably influenced by

marine air, even though they might have had a short

experience over the ocean or the trajectory was not the

exact pathway of the air masses. In addition, mineral

particles from local areas, if there were such particles in

the samples, could be neglible because no significant

sources emitting mineral particles such as road dust were

expected near the sampling site. So to a large extent, we

believe that the mineral particles collected during the

three events can represent the dust particles arriving at

Qingdao through long-range transport.

3.1. Elemental composition and mixture with sea salt

Fig. 2 illustrates the number fractions of dust particles

containing different elements in the total detected dust

particles. The particles mainly contained Mg, Al, K, Ca,
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Fig. 2. Number fractions of dust particles containing different

elements in total detected dust particles of the three dust storm

events. The number of dust particles detected in each event are

listed in parentheses.
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and Fe besides Si, which is similar to the composition of

Asian dust particles at source areas (Nishikawa et al.,

2000). A number of dust particles contained Na and Cl

besides the above mineral elements. The fractions of Na-,

S- and Cl-containing dust particles are 11.2–25.8%,

16.7–30.9% and 5.6–20.3%, respectively. These data are

approximately at the same levels as those previously

observed in Beijing, an inland city located in upwind of

Qingdao, during dust storm events (Zhang and Iwasaka,

1999). If we separate dust particles into two groups,

‘‘Na&Cl particles’’ and ‘‘non-Na&Cl particles’’, Na&Cl

particles are dust particles containing both Na and Cl,

and the remaining are non-Na&Cl particles, the frac-

tions of Na&Cl particles comprise less than 20%,

average 9.9% (Fig. 3). Since the dust particles dispersed

from inland areas to the coastal areas in the continental

atmosphere and the wind at Qingdao when the particles

were collected were from the land to the sea (Table 1 and

Fig. 1), sea salt contributions of Na and Cl might be

small and need to be identified in order to access the

crustal contributions of these elements.

The weight ratios of Na:S:Cl in individual dust

particles and the relative weight levels of Na, S and Cl

are shown in Fig. 4. For reference, the region of fresh sea

salt particles is plotted in Fig. 4a. The ratios of Na:S:Cl

in most particles are much different from sea salt. It is

noted that S occupies much larger fractions of weight

than Na and Cl in a number of particles although the

ratios of Na/Cl in some of them are close to that of sea

salt. Ratios of Na:S:Cl in merely a few particles are close

to that of sea salt. Two speculative reasons can account

for these results. One is that Na and Cl in most particles

are not from sea salt. Instead, they originated from dust

sources, i.e. crustal origins. Another is that Na and Cl

are originally from sea salt and, in that sense, S

deposition has occurred on the particles and resulted

in significant Cl loss. It has been confirmed that

some dust particles originally contain Na and S, and

their compounds are almost completely water-soluble

(Nishikawa et al., 2000). Fig. 2 shows that the number

fractions of S-containing dust particles in detected dust

particles are 16.7–30.9%, and in most particles S

occupies more than 10% of weight in total elements

of Z > 11 (Fig. 4b). If S deposition had occurred
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Fig. 3. Number fractions of Na&Cl dust particles and non-

Na&Cl dust particles in detected dust particles of the three dust

storm events.

Fig. 4. (a) The relative weight ratios of Na:S:Cl, and (b) the

absolute levels of Na, S and Cl relative weight ratios in

individual dust particles which contained at least two Na, S and

Cl. For reference, we measured fresh sea salt particles collected

near the surface of the Sea of Japan when only natural sea salt

particles were expected using the same analysis equipments and

methods under the same conditions. In (a), the star shows the

position of average Na:S:Cl of the sea salt particles and the

hexagon circling the star shows the range of the detected sea salt

particles. If a particle appears in the hexagon, the sea salt

content in it is not modified. l1 is the line along which Na/Cl is

constant as in fresh sea salt, and l2 is the line along which

Na:S:Cl is changed only by reactions of every 2 Cl replaced by

1 S. Figures in parentheses are (dust particles appearing in the

triangle)/(quantitatively detected dust particles) for each event.
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significantly, there should have been more S-containing

dust particles unless S chose particles to deposit, which is

apparently unacceptable. Therefore, S in these particles

is more likely from crustal origins other than sea salt.

Similarly, Na and Cl in these particles are also most

possibly from crustal origins. The reason for this is that

there are only a small number of dust particles with their

Na/Cl close to that of sea salt and their Na:S:Cl are in a

small range far apart from that of sea salt (Fig. 4a). If

they were formed by a random combination of dust

particles and sea salt particles, there should have been

more mixture particles along line l1 near the position of

sea salt. Otherwise, sea salt particles must have chosen

dust particles which contained crustal S to combine,

which is also apparently unacceptable.

We quantitatively detected 121, 35 and 67 dust

particles for Q-1, Q-2 and Q-3, respectively. Given that

all Na- and S-containing particles in which the weight

ratio of S is smaller than 10% are mixture particles,

there are merely 11, 2 and 1 such particles in the

analyzed particles of Q-1, Q-2 and Q-3, respectively.

This indicates that less than 9% of Q-1 dust particles,

6% of Q-2 and 2% of Q-3 are internally mixed with sea

salt, suggesting most dust particles were not interacted

by sea salt. Therefore, although Na and Cl were detected

in a number of dust particles, they are mainly from

crustal origins rather than sea salt. The fractions of

mixture particles should be much less than 10% of the

dust particles.

3.2. Sulfate and nitrate formation on dust particles

The analysis using reagent films revealed that a small

number of particles contained sulfate and/or nitrate.

The number fractions of reaction spots that had obvious

electron-dense cores after reaction among total electron-

dense particles were estimated from TEM images and

the results are listed in Table 2. 3.9–8.4% of the particles

contained sulfate, 5.5–6.9% contained nitrate, and 1.0–

4.5% contained both sulfate and nitrate. These figures

are also similar to particles observed in Beijing during

dust storm periods (Zhang and Iwasaka, 1999). Com-

pared to the results at Qingdao during non-dust periods

(Zhang et al., 2000), the fraction of nitrate-containing

particles is much smaller during dust storm episodes

while the fractions of sulfate- and sulfate&nitrate-

containing particles are not much different. However,

in contrast to the fraction of sulfate and nitrate particles

in the polluted urban atmosphere in Beijing during non-

dust periods (Zhang et al., 1995; Zhang, 1996), the

fractions are much smaller.

These similarities and differences indicate that the

modification of the dust particles by sulfate and nitrate

formation from when the particles were emitted until

they reached the coastal areas is much weaker than what

mineral particles usually experience in polluted urban

atmosphere during non-dust periods. Therefore, the

enhancement of particulate sulfate and nitrate formation

by dust particles may not be significant when the

particles are transported in continental air, at least, it

should be much weaker than that by mineral particles in

polluted urban atmosphere. A possible reason for this is

that the air masses containing dust particles are usually

very dry (Table 1), which does not favor sulfate and

nitrate formation on the particles even assuming that

SO2 and NOx concentrations were the same as in a

polluted urban atmosphere.

It should be noted that the above results are not

accurate fractions in dust particles. They are for the total

detected electron-dense particles. It is known from the

elemental analysis that electron-dense particles are

mainly dust and sea salt particles. Given that all sea

salt particles contained sulfate and none contained

nitrate, the number fractions of sulfate- and nitrate-

containing dust particles (including dust and sea salt–

dust mixture particles) were estimated. Note that the

given conditions lead to the fraction of sulfate-contain-

ing dust particles being a little underestimated and the

fraction of nitrate-containing particles being somewhat

overestimated. The results are also listed in Table 2.

3.3–12.2% (average 7.9%) of dust particles containing

sulfate and 6.5–10.0% (average 7.8%) containing nitrate

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Table 2

Number fractions (%) of sulfate-, nitrate- and sulfate&nitrate-containing particles in electron-dense particles detected by reagent film

analysis, number fractions of sea salt particles and dust particles detected by element analysis, and the number fractions of sulfate- and

nitrate-containing ones in dust particles which are estimated with the assumption that all sea salt particles contain sulfate and none

contains nitrate

Dust event Reagent film analysis Element analysis In dust particles

Sulfate Nitrate Sulfate&nitrate Np Sea salt Dust Np Sulfate Nitrate

Q-1 8.4 5.5 4.5 310 0.7 87.7 269 12.2 10.0

Q-2 3.9 6.9 1.0 102 0.6 92.0 175 3.3 6.9

Q-3 8.2 6.0 0.5 184 0.5 90.3 179 8.2 6.5

Average 7.9 7.8

Np are the number of total detected particles in the analysis for each event.
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on their surface. Therefore, S in more than half of S-

containing dust particles (see Fig. 2) was not in a

reactive form even on the surface of the particles, which

is consistent with results of elemental analysis. And

similar to sulfate, nitrate formation on the particles was

not significant either.

3.3. Size distributions

To provide more detailed information for accessing

the contributions of dust particles to total particulate

matters, sizes of dust particles were estimated from their

SEM images. The diameter of a particle was defined by

the mean of its longest dimension and the orthogonal

width. Fig. 5 shows the tentative size distributions of

particles analyzed in Fig. 2. The size distribution modes

of the particles are around 3 mm with ranges of 1.0–

8.0mm. Out of this range, dust particles were rarely

detected.

From the results of elemental analysis, it is known

that the distributions in Fig. 5 are dominated by

particles similar to fresh dust particles. No published

data at Qingdao are available for comparisons to

evaluate the distributions. A recent measurement of

particle number-size distributions at Beijing reported by

Zhang et al. (2003) indicates that the increases in

diameter ranges of rapid concentration during dust

storm events are 2.0–5.0 and 0.5–0.7 mm. Distributions

in Fig. 5 are consistent with the former range but we did

not find dust particles as defined in the range smaller

than 1 mm. Previous electron microscopic studies of

particles collected at Beijing during non-dust storm and

dust storm periods revealed that there were a large

number of mineral particles in the range smaller than

1mm in the samples. Their shapes and elemental

compositions were much different from those of natural

dust particles and they were most possibly from

anthropogenic sources (Zhang et al., 1995; Zhang and

Iwasaka, 1999). In addition, the distribution modes

shown in Fig. 5 are approximately consistent with the

distributions observed using particle counters or other

equipments during dust storm periods in Korea, Japan

and even North America (Chun et al., 2001; Husar et al.,

2001; Murayama et al., 2001; Tratt et al., 2001;

Trochkine et al., 2002).

4. Summary

Asian dust particles were collected at a coastal site of

Qingdao in northeastern China during three dust storm

events in spring 2001. The elemental composition and

size of individual dust particles and their mixture state

with sulfate, nitrate and sea salt were analyzed. The

following results are summarized.

* Even after dust particles completed their travel in the

continental atmosphere, more than 90% of the

particles were still similar to fresh dust and they

were not disturbed by sulfate, nitrate and/or sea salt.
* Although a number of dust particles contained Na, S,

and Cl, the elements were more likely from crustal

origins. S in more than half of the particles was not

on the particle surface or in a reactive form. Nitrate

formation on the particles was not significant either.
* Number-size distributions of dust particles estimated

from electron microscope images have maxima

around 3mm diameter, and the distributions are

dominated by particles similar to fresh dust.

Based on these results, we conclude that Asian dust

particles may not be interacted considerably by anthro-

pogenic pollutants during their dispersion in the

continental atmosphere at northern and northeastern

China, and dust particles transported out of the

continent have their distribution mode around 3 mm

diameter. In addition, our results also indicate that the

crustal contributions of Na, S and Cl need to be

evaluated in the investigation of anthropogenic compo-

nents in dust particle samples collected in the continental

atmosphere.
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